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Schedule

Mon Apr 19 3:00 pm Slides due
Mon Apr 19 and Wed Apr 21 Presentations
Wed Apr 21 Classes end
Fri Apr 23 11:59 pm Final reports
Mon Apr 26 10:30 am Optional final exam
Mon Apr 26 thru Thu Apr 29 Team meetings



Presentations
Schedule posted at:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qOhvgkPm-cZz34d4-
74FXA8GmVPnJ1PjJzJzDm_Y0Jc/edit#gid=0

Someone had to go first.

Fill in links to your Zoom meetings and recordings.

Details on Canvas.

Submit your slides on Canvas by 3:00  pm Mon Apr 19.

If you aren’t presenting, you are expected to attend a presentation of your choice.  
(Please try to spread out.)

You do not have to demo.

You have 20 minutes with 10 minutes breaks in between.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qOhvgkPm-cZz34d4-74FXA8GmVPnJ1PjJzJzDm_Y0Jc/edit#gid=0


Final reports
Due 11:59 pm April 23.
Zip of your code, your report and your finished slide deck.
Details on Canvas.
Try to keep it to 10 pages + exhibits and diagrams.



Peer evals
We’ll do surveys of your teammates and you will each get a report like this:

Hello, Kara Danvers (kara). 

Below is an individual report of your EECS 440 peer evaluations.

Results range from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree).

Your Rating    Team Average    Class Average

--------------------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------- ---------------

Sets High Standards And Delivers High Quality.                       2.6             4.2              4.2

Treats Others With Respect And Respects Their Boundaries.            4.6             4.4              4.6

Listens To And Encourages Others’ Ideas.                             4.2             4.3              4.5

Is Cooperative.                                                      4.2             4.4              4.5

Is Reliable, Shows Up, Answers Emails, Delivers On Time.             1.6             4.1              4.2

Contributed Lots Of Helpful Ideas.                                   3.4             4.2              4.2

Responds Constructively To Suggestions Or Criticism.                 4.4             4.3              4.4

Really Stepped Up To Do Their Share Of The Work.                     2.8             4.3              4.2

Is An Excellent Teammate.                                            2.8             4.3              4.3



Team meetings
I will open up 90-minute meetings with each team for you to demo and 
debrief on your experience.

As before, the meetings will be non-evaluative except that you must demo to 
finish the course.

I’ve decided to do these after the final and I’ve had a chance to read your 
submissions.

Mon Apr 26 through Thu Apr 29.
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Examples

1. Buying a car from a dealer.
2. Buying or selling a car from through Craigslist.
3. Buying or selling a house.
4. Negotiating a starting salary or title.
5. Negotiating a quantity discount.
6. Negotiating a licensing agreement.
7. Negotiating with a potential investor.
8. A union negotiating with an employer.
9. Where to have dinner with friends.
10. With your spouse about whether it’s a good time to have another 

child.



Bargaining is cultural

Americans expect to pay posted prices except on cars and houses or when 
buying outside the usual retail channel.

People growing up in other parts of the world often expect to bargain 
over everything.



Everything is negotiable.



Everything is negotiable
until you find out for sure it’s not.



Going into a negotiation, it’s helpful to know:

1. What you want.

2. The minimum you would accept.

3. What you think the other side would accept.

4. What happens if you don’t get an agreement.



Example:  Buying a new car, you might research typical prices 
paid or dealer invoice prices.







I’m going borrow from these sources.



Lots of negotiations are simple.

One buyer, one seller, one issue:  price.

These are purely distributive.

One party’s gain is the other’s loss.

Zero sum.



Example:  Selling a warehouse

Two firms negotiating the sale of a warehouse, the equipment and 
inventory.
The main issue is price.
Present owner is closing down.
Valuable location to the buyer, who could make use of the 
equipment and inventory.
Buyer estimates the value at $600K.
Seller estimates the value at $520K.
These are their reservation prices or walk-away prices.

Source:  Samuelson & Marks, Managerial Economics, 7e, p. 631.



Source:  Samuelson & Marks, Managerial Economics, 7e, p. 633.

Buyer’s reserve $600K.

Seller’s reserve $520K.



Source:  Howard Raiffa, The Art & Science of Negotiation, p. 46.



Source:  Howard Raiffa, The Art & Science of Negotiation, p. 48.



When there are multiple issues, there is often an opportunity to 
enlarge the pie with concessions that are worth more to one side 
than the other.



The efficient frontier – also called the Pareto Optimal Frontier –
is the locus of achievable joint evaluations from which no joint 
gains are possible.

Source:  Raiffa, The Art & Science of Negotiation, p. 139.



Hypothetical case

Associated Metropolitan Police Officers (AMPO) versus City.

Source:  Raiffa, The Art & Science of Negotiation, p. 133 – 140.









What makes a negotiation more complex?



Possible complexities 
1. Are there more than 2 parties?
2. Are the parties monolithic?
3. Is the game repetitive?
4. Are there linkage effects?
5. Is there more than one issue?
6. Is an agreement required?
7. Is ratification required?
8. Are threats possible?
9. Are there time constraints or time-related costs?
10. Are the contracts binding?
11. Are the negotiations private or public?
12. What are the group norms?
13. Is third party intervention possible?

Source:  Howard Raiffa, The Art & Science of Negotiation, pp. 11-19.



“The most important thing in acting is honesty.  Once 
you’ve learned to fake that, you’ve got it made.”

-- Samuel Goldwyn



A negotiation exercise



Selling a Maine house

Game designed by Bill Samuelson at Boston University.

Some of you will be buyers, others sellers.

Not all of you will have the same information.

You will have 10 minutes to read and prepare for the negotiation and 15 
minutes to do it and report.

I’ll put you into breakouts where you can decide who’s the buyer and 
who’s the seller.



Instructions here.  Report your results in the spreadsheet.

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1mWIMRO8uqgn-YBEhkqqotFhbGhHq7hU0

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1mWIMRO8uqgn-YBEhkqqotFhbGhHq7hU0


SPOILER ALERT!!
STOP HERE UNTIL AFTER 

YOU’VE FINISHED THE 
EXERCISE



How many think they did really well?
Did anyone get skunked (zero profit)?
Strategies that worked or did not work?
How many chose the 17 acre option?
How many chose the 14 acre option?



What worked well
or not so well?



Observations
Make the pie bigger.  Try to create a larger zone of agreement to 
share.

Negotiations tend to end in the middle between the opening offers.

Biggest mistake is being too generous in the first offer.  Need to ask for 
a lot but not so much that the expected midpoint is outside any zone 
of agreement. Helps to compare offers by calculating profit.

Helps to ask questions like, “Suppose we changed the deal this way?  
What would that do?”

It also helps to be obstinate but being unreasonable doesn’t help.

Lots of negotiations end “on the courthouse steps.”



Two versions
All buyers had same information:

Reserve price of $150K for house + 17 acres
or $127K for house + 14 acres

Odd sellers:
Reserve price of $120K for house + 17 acres
or $107K for house + 14 acres

Even sellers:
Reserve price of $120K for house + 17 acres
or $85K for house + 14 acres



Odd pairs
House + 17 acres:

Buyer’s reserve $150K
Seller’s reserve $120K
“Profit” to be split $  30K

House + 14 acres:
Buyer’s reserve $127K
Seller’s reserve $107K
“Profit” to be split $  20K

Most odd pairs should 
pick the house + 17 acres 
option because there’s 
more profit to split.



Even pairs
House + 17 acres:

Buyer’s reserve $150K
Seller’s reserve $120K
“Profit” to be split $  30K

House + 14 acres:
Buyer’s reserve $127K
Seller’s reserve $  85K
“Profit” to be split $  42K

Most even pairs should 
pick the house + 14 acres 
option.
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